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2017 MENU - A SNEAK PREVIEW

Our bartenders would love to hear your feedback on their creations!

Miscellaneous

Cocktails of a refreshing nature, fronted by fresh fruit and citrus

Drinks of a variety of styles, these are all served short

FRUITY BOOTY   Something
FAMILIAR

Tonight we celebrate like it’s summer with a Daisy highball incorporating light and fresh fruits from all your 
favourite holiday destinations, plus some spice for your night!

Finlandia Vodka - RinQuinQuin Peach Wine - Fresh Lemon - Rhubarb & Raspberry Liqueur - Mace
9

Something
SCIENTIFIC

GIRL’S BEST FRIEND                

Not so much a Pornstar Martini as a sophisticated model who doubles as an incredible entrepreneur. Our 
independent lady wears a stunning diamond that says: “I am not for you”!

Ketel One Vodka - Prosecco - Passionfruit - Pineapple - Tutti Frutti Flower Distillate - Salted Caramel
12

Something
UNUSUAL

FLIGHT OF THE BUMBLEBEE

Take a walk through one of Birmingham’s stunning parks, forage for and munch on some incredible natural 
ingredients, all whilst thinking of those endangered bees that pollenate our environment.

Bombay Sapphire Gin - Cooking Apples - Honey - Beeswax - Melilot - Apple Blossom - Dill Crown

9

PEACHY BLINDERS    Something
FAMILIAR

Emerge from a cloud of smoke to enjoy something with a touch more…edge. If you have a red right hand 
or razorblades in your butcher boy, then you’re sure to enjoy this Old Fashioned!

Johnny Walker Black - Peach Vine Liqueur - Acorn - Burnt Sherry - Miso - Dark Chocolate - Smoke
10

Something
SCIENTIFIC

PINA PALAVA                 

In this drink we sample our favourite song: if rain was clarified pina colada, we'd dance in it all night long! 
Infused with the delicate notes of Pandan Leaf…a coconutty yet herbal ingredient.

Ron Zacapa 23 Rum - Koko Kanu Rum - Clarified Coconut Cream - Clarified Pineapple - Pandan 
10

Something
UNUSUAL

MISTRESS MOSELEY

The ladies of Moseley used to hide their gin in teacups and pretend they were as innocent as the children 
they oversaw. Join their secret club with this delicate delight of a drink: floral yet deadly!

Milk-Washed Tanqueray Export - Earl Grey - Fresh Lemon - St Germain Elderflower - Dill Crown
10

Something
NOSTALGIC

DR. BLACK’S ZOMBIE

We make our Zombie twist with a little tip of the cap to Dr. Black, the character we have all sought to 
avenge over a game of Cluedo. Hawaii meets European in the heavyweight championships!

Bacardi Rum Grog - Bergamot - Spiced Pineapple - Tagete Flower - Passionfruit - Salted Caramel
12

Something
LIGHT

HOWZAT HIGHBALL  

Something a little lighter on the booze, for those of you who need to be a bit careful this evening… perhaps 
you have a big test tomorrow! Be bowled over by this light and refreshing English Spritz.

Tanqueray Export Gin - Fino Sherry - St. Germain Elderflower Liqueur - Cucumber - Violet Leaf
7
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Inspired by the Industry of Birmingham’s Jewellery Quarter

Inspired by Birmingham’s Beautiful Natural Parks and Wildlife

Inspired by Cluedo, Invented in Birmingham by Anthony Pratt

Inspired by the Edgbaston Cricket Ground (Low-ABV) 

Inspired by the Industrious Nature of Brummies

Inspired by Birmingham’s Invention of Music Sampling 

Inspired by the Intrepid Drinking Ladies of Moseley


